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Abstract: This research proposes a methodology for the optimal location and sizing of reactive com-
pensation in an electrical transmission system through a deep neural network (DNN) by considering
the smallest cost for compensation. An electrical power system (EPS) is subjected to unexpected
increases in loads which are physically translated as an increment of users in the EPS. This phe-
nomenon decreases voltage profiles in the whole system which also decreases the EPS’s reliability.
One strategy to face this problem is reactive compensation; however, finding the optimal location
and sizing of this compensation is not an easy task. Different algorithms and techniques such as
genetic algorithms and non-linear programming have been used to find an optimal solution for this
problem; however, these techniques generally need big processing power and the processing time
is usually considerable. That being stated, this paper’s methodology aims to improve the voltage
profile in the whole transmission system under scenarios in which a PQ load is randomly connected
to any busbar of the system. The optimal location of sizing of reactive compensation will be found
through a DNN which is capable of a relatively small processing time. The methodology is tested in
three case studies, IEEE 14, 30 and 118 busbar transmission systems. In each of these systems, a brute
force algorithm (BFA) is implemented by connecting a PQ load composed of 80% active power and
20% reactive power (which varies from 1 MW to 100 MW) to every busbar, for each scenario, reactive
compensation (which varies from 10 Mvar to 300 Mvar) is connected to every busbar. Then power
flows are generated for each case and by selecting the scenario which is closest to 90% of the original
voltage profiles, the optimal scenario is selected and overcompensation (which would increase cost) is
avoided. Through the BFA, the DNN is trained by selecting 70% of the generated data as training data
and the other 30% is used as test data. Finally, the DNN is capable of achieving a 100% accuracy for
location (in all three case studies when compared with BFA) and objective deviation has a difference
of 3.18%, 7.43% and 0% for the IEEE 14, 30 and 118 busbar systems, respectively (when compared
with the BFA). With this methodology, it is possible to find the optimal location and sizing of reactive
compensation for any transmission system under any PQ load increment, with almost no processing
time (with the DNN trained, the algorithm takes seconds to find the optimal solution).

Keywords: multi-layer neural network; reactive compensation; electrical power system; deep learn-
ing; optimal location; optimal sizing

1. Introduction

The global growth in electricity consumption due to human and economic activities,
including the incorporation of new technologies in the distribution network such as electric
cars, charging stations, distributed generation for self-supply and renewable energy, created
an industry with new technologies with high reactive content and power electronics, and
has led to problems in the distribution and transmission networks, causing a decrease in
the quality of services such as low voltages, increased losses in conductors and increased
operating costs [1].
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Planning in the operation and expansion of electrical systems must consider these
changes and one of the current and practical tools to improve the technical and economic
operating conditions of power systems is reactive power compensation.

Reactive power compensation, whether based on FACTS devices or capacitor banks,
provides benefits in the operation of networks when the compensators are installed in
an adequate place and with an optimum capacity. Thus, several research works have
been developed with optimization algorithms, some focused only on finding the optimal
location and others to additionally determine the size of the compensator. Among the
optimized variables considered in these works, most researchers consider reducing active
power losses and improving the power factor and voltage profiles, as well as reducing
operating costs and installation of these devices [2].

1.1. Literature Review

Electric power systems have become increasingly large and complex, and their oper-
ation in terms of voltage stability is at its limit with a small safety margin, which is why
this research’s literature review shows different classical optimization techniques applied
to reactive power compensation and new techniques based on autonomous learning that
are applied to solve the problems that arise in distribution and transmission networks
(especially focusing on voltage profiles improvement and losses reduction).

In [3], a detailed analysis of the different objectives that are pursued in the distribution
and transmission systems regarding sizing and optimal placement of reactive power
compensation devices is shown. This research also indicates existing technologies related to
FACTS as well as the different optimization criteria to improve the operating and economic
conditions of the EPS.

In [1], new techniques that have been developed in machine learning are shown,
the most important techniques are ANN (artificial neural networks) in combination with
control techniques such as fuzzy control. This research focuses on stability improvement
by locating reactive compensation in the electrical power system.

The research in [4] analyzes the location and sizing of FACTS compensators, specifi-
cally D-STATCOMP, using a hybrid heuristic combining the algorithm based on the prey
targeting behaviour of whales and grey wolf optimization. The methodology is tested in
distribution systems for power quality improvement and voltage stability and its perfor-
mance is compared with conventional optimization methods GA, ABC, PSO, GWO and
WOA to determine its effectiveness.

In [5], the authors use particle swarm optimization (PSO) to determine the capacity
and location of capacitor banks to guarantee the operation of a microgrid under minimum
cost criteria, improving the power factor and reducing the maximum and average voltage
deviations of the system.

BCC capacitor banks for reactive compensation in distribution systems that are used
to improve power factor, power losses reduction and minimization of annual operating
cost are discussed in [2]. This research proposes a hybrid method based on particle swarm
optimization together with a particle swarm gravitational search algorithm (PSOGSA) as an
optimization mechanism to solve the problem of optimal BCC allocation with minimization
of annual operating cost and improvement of system power quality and propose a voltage-
loss cost index (VLCI) as an allocation mechanism. The methodology is tested in the 33- and
69-bus radial systems, as well as on a real distribution network of 111 nodes in Moscow.

In [6], the location and sizing of the UPQC power quality conditioner are proposed,
considering the reconfiguration of the distribution network for loss reduction all under an
exhaustive search. The model is tested in a radial-type network of 69 nodes.

In [7], a convex-genetic method is proposed to determine the location and size of a
D-STATCOM to reduce power losses and minimize the annual operating costs of a 33-node
radial distribution network. The results show a processing time for the algorithm of 3.11 h.

The investigation in [8] shows a transmission system planning strategy that considers
the optimization of several costs, among them, active power losses, reactive power genera-
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tion, FACTS devices and transmission line loadability, through a probabilistic hybridization
of the crow search algorithm and JAYA. The heuristic is validated in two test systems of
30 and 75 nodes.

In [9], the research uses the dolphin algorithm to determine the location and size of
reactive compensation in 16- and 33-busbar distribution networks under different models
for various types of loads (constant and mixed power, current and impedance), minimizing
power losses and voltage drops between nodes.

In [10], a methodology is presented to optimize the cost/benefit ratio in the installation
of FACTS in distribution networks employing a differential evolution algorithm considering
the lowest capacity and cost of the FACT device and minimizing the power losses in the
network. The methodology is evaluated in systems of 30, 33 and 69 nodes.

In [11], the research proposes a heuristic that considers the modified artificial bee
colony algorithm for optimal reactive compensation placement through UPQC to improve
the power quality of the IEEE 30-node network and compares the results with other
methods such as PSO and the genetic algorithm.

In [12,13], a planning methodology is established for the simultaneous location of
reactive compensation devices, specifically the OUPQC with its series and shunt units (SEU
and SHU) using the Cuckoo search algorithm and load growth. The methodology is tested
in the 69-node IEEE network in steady state and the results are effective in improving the
quality of the network in economic and technical terms.

In [14], the location of reactive compensation in an electrical power system is estab-
lished and analyzed by employing deep neural networks to improve the voltage profile in
each of the nodes of the evaluated systems (14, 30 and 118 nodes). The standard deviation
of all voltage profiles over a referential value is evaluated to determine the power flows
and training data of the neural network and finally to determine the optimal location of the
reactive compensation.

In [15], an application based on fuzzy logic and bio-genetic algorithms is established
to help decision-making in the field of operation and reactive power compensation of an
islanded power grid. The research’s objective is to improve power quality in terms of
power factor, voltages and loss reduction.

In [16], the planning of transmission networks to improve long-term operating condi-
tions is analyzed by using probabilistically modelling of load scenarios as well as capital
and operating costs in the face of massive installation of FACTS devices to minimize gener-
ation cost. The heuristic algorithm consists of a sequence of quadratic schedules solved by
CPLEX and tested on the IEEE 30-bus system and extended to a 2736-bus model in Poland.

In [17], a methodology is established to compensate for the reactive power by mini-
mizing the total harmonic distortion of voltage and current as well as the installation cost
of the passive filter. The optimization problem is solved with a learning algorithm and
Pareto distribution.

The work in [18] presents a methodology for optimal reactive power compensation in
electrical microgrids using a multi-criteria decision algorithm based on heuristic methods.

Research in [19] presents a model to solve capacitor allocation considering PV pene-
tration and feeder reconfiguration simultaneously in a distribution network minimizing
capacitor costs and power losses. The model uses PSO to solve the allocation problem and
is tested on a 33-node IEEE network.

In [20], a heuristic based on the whale optimization algorithm is proposed for the
optimal placement, sizing and coordination of FACTS devices, specifically TCSC, SVC and
UPFC. In the transmission network, the management of the algorithm allows for minimiz-
ing operating costs, energy losses and voltage deviations, and is further compared with
genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO). The research results show
that the total system operating costs and transmission line losses were significantly reduced
with the WOA method compared with existing meta-heuristic optimization techniques.

In [21], the research compares a probability-based heuristic with an artificial neural
network for optimal sizing and location of distributed generation arrays and flexible AC
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transmission systems to improve DG-FACTS for operation improvement of two 9-bus and
57-bus systems. The results show that the neural network is more efficient in terms of
DG-FACTS capacity sizing compared to the heuristic.

In [22], three different evolutionary techniques, the big bang–big crunch algorithm,
gravitational search algorithm and bacterial foraging algorithm are used in conjunction to
train and validate an ANN. This research’s strategy manages reactive power and corrects
the voltage profile. Additionally, as a study case, the IEEE 30 busbar system was used.
The results showed an improvement in the system’s voltage profiles.

As has been stated in this section, reactive compensation has been widely studied and
optimal location and sizing have been analyzed with optimization techniques, fuzzy logic
and probabilistic logic, among others. However, all those techniques need considerable
processing power and their processing time is quite considerable as well. A summary
of the main strategies used in the literature review for reactive compensation through
optimization algorithms or artificial neural networks is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Most relevant results and methodologies for reactive compensation in the literature review.

Author Year Methodology Test System
Parameters Considered

Voltage
Profile Losses Stability Cost Power Factor THD

Nadeem [20] 2020 Whale Optimization Algorithm 14, 30 buses X X - - - -

Tejaswini [4] 2021
Hybrid heuristic: Prey Targeting
Behavior of Whale and Grey Wolf
Optimization

Distribution
System - - X - - -

Siddiqui [21] 2022 Probability-Based Heuristics with an
Artificial Neural Network 9, 57 Buses - X - - - X

Chandrasekaran [22] 2021 Artificial Neural Network Integrated
with a Bio-Inspired Approach 30 Buses X X - - - -

Gholami [6] 2019 Reconfiguration of the Distribution
Network 69 Buses - X - - - -

Montoya [7] 2021 Genetic–Convex Method 33 Buses - X - X - -

Karmakar [8] 2020 Probabilistic Hybridisation of Crow
Search Algorithm and JAYA 30, 75 Buses - X - X - -

Al-Jubori [9] 2020 Dolphin algorithm 16, 33 Buses X X - X - -

Kirgizov [15] 2021 Fuzzy Logic and Bio-Genetic
Algorithms 46 Buses X X - - X -

Alexander [5] 2020 Particle Swarm Optimization Micro-grid X X - - X -

Present Work Depp Neural Network and Particle
Swarm Optimization

IEEE 14, 30 and
118 Buses X - - X - -

Therefore, this research proposes a methodology which aims to improve the voltage
profile in the whole transmission system under scenarios in which a PQ load is randomly
connected to any busbar of the system. The optimal location of sizing of reactive compensa-
tion will be found through deep neural networks, which require significantly less processing
power and are faster than optimization algorithms described in the literature review.

1.2. Organization

This paper is organized into four main sections: Section 1 presents an introduction
and literature review of the main techniques, algorithms and methodologies that have
been used by other authors for optimal location and sizing for reactive compensation in
electrical power systems. Additionally, machine learning techniques and their application
for electrical power systems are discussed.

Section 2 fully explains the brute force algorithm which will provide the training and
test data for the deep neural network. This section also describes the algorithm restrictions
for each case study.

Section 3 shows the resulting values for sizing and location of reactive compensation
through the DNN, also these results are compared with the brute force algorithm data
which provides the reference values for this paper’s methodology. Additionally, a detailed
discussion of each study case is provided in this section.

Finally, Section 4 summarizes the conclusions that this research achieved.
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2. Methodology

This work proposes the use of a deep neural network to find the optimal value
of reactive compensation and its sizing to improve the voltage profiles in an electrical
transmission network. These optimal values will be found in any scenario in which a load
of random values with active and reactive components is randomly connected to a node of
the electrical transmission network.

The criteria to improve the voltage profiles is based on obtaining a global indicator
called objective deviation (it will be further explained in this section) of all the voltage
profiles that are at least 90% greater or equal to the original voltage profiles of the sys-
tem (without additional loads) and seeking the lowest possible cost (using the smallest
reactive compensation).

Voltage profiles are obtained by calculating power flows through the Newton–Raphson
algorithm, after power flows are calculated values for voltage profiles, angle deviation
and active and reactive power are saved in a new matrix which later is used for evaluation
of objective deviation and also will be training data for the deep neural network.

This methodology is composed of a brute force algorithm for the generation of electri-
cal network training data, particle swarm optimization to find the deep neural network
structure with the best performance, training of the neural network and validation of the
results based on the data previously generated.

The methodology is explained in detail in the following sections starting with the
study cases.

2.1. Cases of Study

IEEE 14 busbar transmission system

The IEEE-14 bus system is taken as a case study to test the methodology this research
will establish for optimal location and sizing of reactive compensation. This transmission
system was developed for research and its aim is to provide mechanisms for the improve-
ment of various electrical parameters involved. The system has 14 busbars, 5 generators
and 11 loads.

IEEE 30 busbar transmission system

The IEEE 30 busbar transmission system is the second transmission system in which
the methodology will be tested. This test system represents a real transmission system
located in the Midwestern USA. The second study case has 30 busbars, 2 generators and
9 loads.

IEEE 118 busbar transmission system

Finally, the IEEE 118 busbar transmission system is the third study case for this
research. Similarly to the IEEE 30 busbar system, this transmission system also shows
a portion of the American Electric Power System located in the Midwestern USA. This
system has 118 buses, 19 generators and 91 loads.

2.2. Deep Learning

According to the literature review, deep learning is all the machine learning techniques,
algorithms and methodologies that follow a singular structure which resembles how the
human nervous system takes and makes decisions. The majority of these techniques have
a neural network architecture that extracts features and characteristics from databases to
predict and anticipate behaviour in unknown data.

Deep neural networks are composed of layers and neurons, a DNN can have hundreds
of hidden layers and similarly, each layer contains a significant number of neurons, this is
the reason why a DNN can have a large structure and is known as a deep network. In most
cases, neurons in each layer are connected to neurons of the next layer, this connection
pattern repeats in all the DNNs, as shown in Figure 1, which shows a general structure for
a deep neural network and its most important characteristics. Figure 1 is an example in
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which there are 10 neurons in the input layer, 5 neurons in the output layer and there are
three hidden layers with 8, 8 and 6 neurons, respectively.

 

Figure 1. Deep neural network general topology example.

2.3. Training Data for Deep Neural Network

This work aims to improve the voltage profiles in transmission networks by finding
the optimal location and sizing of reactive compensation in transmission systems. For this
purpose, certain restrictions have been established that this paper takes as a basis for the
proposed algorithm.

2.3.1. Restrictions for the Connection of Randomly Located Loads in the EPS

In the first place, it is proposed that a load can be added randomly to the system in any
busbar, said load has an active and reactive component with a ratio of 80% active power
and 20% reactive power (load example, P = 10 MW, Q = 2.5 Mvar).

The maximum load values are defined in each test system based on stability criteria.
Thus, in the IEEE 14-bar system, the highest load is found at node 3 with a value of 94 MW,
and based on a stability analysis it was determined that this load can be increased by up to
220%, reaching a value of 206 MW. For this reason, a limit of 200 MW is established for the
load that will be placed randomly in the nodes of the system.

Similarly, in the IEEE 30 busbar system, the highest load corresponding to 94 MW is
located at node 5. When performing a stability analysis, it was determined that this load
can be increased by up to 190%, reaching a value of 202 MW, by which a limit of 200 MW is
established for the load that will be placed randomly in the nodes of the system.

Finally, when analyzing the IEEE system of 118 bars, the highest load corresponds
to 130 MW, located at node 80. When performing a stability analysis, it was determined
that this load can be increased by up to 180%, reaching a value of 234 MW, which is why a
limit of 230 MW is established for the load that will be placed randomly in the nodes of
the system. All load restrictions for the study cases are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Maximum load restrictions for study cases in the IEEE 14, 30 and 118 busbar systems.

Parameters
IEEE Test System: Case of Study

14 Busbar 30 Busbar 118 Busbar

Highest Load 94 MW 94 MW 130 MW
Location B3 B5 B80
Maximum load increment
before instability 220% of the maximum load 190% of the maximum load 180% of the maximum load

2.3.2. Criteria for Optimal Compensation Sizing and Location Selection

When a load is connected to any busbar of the EPS, all voltage profile levels are
decreased in some busbars more than others. When these new voltage profiles are compared
to the original ones, it can be inferred that the bigger the additional load connected to the
EPS, the bigger the drop for the voltage profiles.

When reactive compensation es connected to a busbar, the effect of the additional
load is counteracted and the bigger the compensation the higher the voltage profiles in
the compensated system. However, having high voltage profiles is not the most doable
strategy because overcompensation might happen and voltage profiles over the security
margins might emerge (1.05 (p.u.)). Additionally, the higher the reactive compensation, the
higher the cost associated with it.

Since it is impossible to analyze individually every busbar and its voltage profile, this
paper uses a modified approach to the standard deviation. This will allow studying all the
voltage profiles of the system as a whole. From now on, this criteria will be called objective
deviation, and it works by comparing each voltage profile against 1.0 (p.u.), as shown in
Equation (1).

σo =

√
∑(xi − 1)2

N
(1)

Objective deviation will be calculated in the original conditions for every transmission
system, then after an additional load is connected to a certain busbar and compensation is
applied, the objective deviation will be calculated in this new system. This paper proposes
to find the reactive power value and its location that would be able to generate an objective
deviation that is at least 90% similar to the original voltages profiles objective deviation.

By following this strategy, the methodology will guarantee that at least the original
state of voltage profiles will be reached after a load was randomly located in any busbar
also the cost will be the minimum because the smallest value of compensation that reaches
the condition (objective deviation) will be selected.

2.3.3. Brute Force Algorithm for Optimal Location and Sizing of Reactive Compensation:
Training Data Generation

To generate the training data for the deep neural network, a load with active compo-
nent P and reactive component Q was added to each bus of the different IEEE test systems.
This load is composed of 80% active power and 20% reactive power to represent real-world
loads. Scenarios are generated with loads that increase in steps of 1 MW (and their corre-
sponding reactive values) until reaching the maximum value previously established (to
avoid instability). This is done in each bar of the electrical power system.

Subsequently, for each added load scenario, reactive compensation scenarios are
generated in which reactive compensation is located starting with values of 10 Mvar in
steps of 10 Mvar in each busbar and all busbars. This process is detailed in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, in the first step, the original parameters for each study case are loaded,
and for the second step, the original objective deviation is calculated. For the third step, all
possible combinations of loads are connected to each busbar. In the fourth step, for each
scenario of extra load connected to the system, all possible scenarios of compensation are
added to the system. Finally, power flows are calculated and all values are saved.
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Algorithm 1 Brute force algorithm: load connection and compensation for every possi-
ble busbar.

Step: 1 Input data
Electrical elements and equipment parameters to the EPS
Nbus, Zij, PL

i , QL
i , Pg,max/min

i , Qg,max/min
i , Pg,max/min

ij , bg, B

Step: 2 Initial conditions
By Newton-Raphson find:
Vi, Pi,j, Qi,j

ORIGINALod =
√

∑(Vi−1)2

Nbus

Step: 3 PQ loads inclusion
cont = 0, maxP = 100
for i = 1 : Nbus

for n = 1 : maxP
auxP = PL

i + n ∗ 0.8
auxQ = QL

i + n ∗ 0.2
cont = cont + 1
By Newton-Raphson find new power flows and save results
BUSloaded(:, :, cont) = Vi
LOADSadded(cont) = [auxP, auxQ, i]

end for
end for

Step: 4 Compensation for each previously generated scenario
for i = 1 : cont
cont2 = 0, maxComp = 200
auxcomp = BUSloaded(:, :, i)

for m=10:10:maxComp
cont2 = cont2 + 1
auxcompnew(i, cont2) = m
By Newton-Raphson find new power flows and save results
BUScomp(:, :, i, cont2) = [Vicomp, Pi,jcomp, Qi,jcomp]

COMPadded(i, cont2) = [m, i]
end for

end for

Step: 5 Show results
BUScomp, LOADSadded, COMPadded, ORIGINALod

For each of the compensation scenarios, power flows are calculated and the objective
deviation of each system is evaluated. Based on the objective deviation, whose value
is at least 90% greater than or equal to the target deviation before the inclusion of extra
loads, the optimal compensation value and its location are found. This process is detailed
in Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 2, in the first step, all the values generated in Algorithm 1 are loaded,
and for the second step, objective deviations for each compensation scenario are calculated.
For the third step, the best objective deviation is found for each scenario of added load.
In the fourth step, the value of compensation for each best objective compensation is
extracted. Finally, all values are stored for later use in the deep neural network training.
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Algorithm 2 Brute force algorithm: best compensation location and sizing.

Step: 1 Call Algorithm 1
Load
BUScomp, LOADSadded, COMPadded, ORIGINALod

Step: 2 Objective deviations calculation for each scenario
[N1, N2] = size(BUScomp)
aux = BUScomp(:, :, N1, N2)
BUSp f (:, :, N1, N2) = power − f low(aux)
for n = 1 : N1

for m = 1 : N2
aux = BUSp f (:, :, N1, N2)

OBJ(N1, N2) =

√
∑(Vi comp−1)2

Nbus
end for

end for

Step: 3 Best objective deviation evaluation
REF = 0.9 ∗ ORIGINALod
for i = 1 : N1
[Index(i), BESTod(i)] = f ind_best(OBJ(i, :), REF)

end for

Step: 4 Best reactive compensation value
[N3, N4] = size(COMPadded)
for i = 1 : N3

Bestcomp = f indvalue(COMPadded, Index(i))
end for

Step: 5 Show results
Bestcomp

2.3.4. Deep Neural Network Topology: Number of Layers, Neurons and Hyper-Parameters

The DNN’s hyper-parameters

For every hidden neuron and output, it is necessary to define an activation function,
this paper uses rectified linear unit activation functions (ReLU) as they are the most widely
used activation function in the literature review.

For validation, the DNN’s error will be evaluated by the mean square error function
(MSE) and the smaller the error, the closer the outputs are to the target values provided for
the BFA.

A summary of the most important hyper-parameters is shown as follows:

1. Activation functions: ReLU.
2. Error validation function: MSE.
3. Epochs for training: 1000.
4. Maximum training time: In f inite.
5. Performance goal for error: 0.
6. Training function: Levenberg − Marquardt.

Number of neurons and layers

Particle swarm optimization was used to find an adequate value for the number of
layers NL for the deep neural network and for each layer Lk the number of neurons nnk in
that layer is determined as well. Therefore, PSO is used to find the DNN’s topology that
has the smallest possible error when regarding the DNN’s performance.

Particle swarm optimization uses operators called particles, the algorithm generates
a number of particles i, and each particle has two main characteristics, particle position
(xi) and particle velocity (vi). Position and velocity indicate how the algorithm will decide
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the behaviour for the particles corresponding to the next algorithm iteration and how the
search process will be carried out [23,24].

In every algorithm’s iteration, each particle saves two “best” values and they are used
for calculations in subsequent iterations. The values stored are the best position for each
particle (Pbest) and the best position for the whole population in the current iteration (Gbest).
Finally, when the algorithm ends, the best position, which is the solution to the problem, is
saved in Gbest [25,26].

Equations (2) and (3) show how to calculate the velocity and position for every particle.
Coefficient C1 is the acceleration coefficient for each particle and C2 is the acceleration
coefficient for all the particles in an iteration. Additionally, w is a value that is known
as inertia.

vi(t + 1) = w ∗ vi + c1 ∗ rand1[pibest(t)− xi(t)] + c2 ∗ rand2[gbest(t)− xi(t)] (2)

xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1) (3)

For the deep neural network, the numbers of layers NL and neurons in each layer nnk
are integers, which is why it is necessary to modify the speed update equation to (4), where
the random values generated are restricted as integers. In addition, the variables of C1 and
C2 take the value of 2 and w the value of 1 (most common values for fast convergence [25]).

vi(t + 1) = vi + 2 ∗ randInt1[pibest(t)− xi(t)] + 2 ∗ randInt2[gbest(t)− xi(t)] (4)

Finally, PSO was implemented considering a population of 500 particles. The topology
for the deep neural is shown in Figure 2 and is fully detailed as it follows:

Figure 2. Deep neural network topology applied in this research.

1. Inputs: 3, sizing (P and Q) and busbar location for the added load.
2. Number of hidden layers: NL = 7.
3. Neurons for the 1st hidden layer: nn1 = 30.
4. Neurons for the 2nd hidden layer: nn2 = 18.
5. Neurons for the 3rd hidden layer: nn3 = 30.
6. Neurons for the 4th hidden layer: nn4 = 30.
7. Neurons for the 5th hidden layer: nn5 = 18.
8. Neurons for the 6th hidden layer: nn6 = 18.
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9. Neurons for the 7th hidden layer: nn7 = 20.
10. Inputs: 2, reactive compensation sizing (Q) and busbar location.

3. Analysis of Results
3.1. Case Study: IEEE 14 Busbar System

When applying Algorithm 1 to the IEEE 14 busbar system, a PQ load was connected to
every busbar, with values from 1 MW–0.25 Mvar to 100 MW–25 Mvar using steps of 1 MW.
Algorithm 1 generates a matrix of 1414 rows and three columns where the first column
is the active load power P, the second column is the reactive load power Q and the third
column is the busbar in which the load was connected. This matrix is the input data for the
deep neural network.

Then, by applying Algorithm 2 to the different scenarios generated with Algorithm 1,
for each case of added load, Algorithm 2 connected reactive compensation in every busbar,
with values from 10 Mvar to 300 Mvar using steps of 10 Mvar, having 420 reactive compen-
sation scenarios for every load added in Algorithm 1. Afterwards, the algorithm selects
the optimal location and size for the reactive compensation by following the previously
detailed criteria. A matrix of 1414 rows and two columns is generated, where the first
column is the compensation value and the second column is its busbar location. This matrix
is the target data for the neural network.

Afterwards, the DNN was trained by randomly selecting 70% of the input data and
for validation, the other 30% was used as test data. By doing this, the test data allow the
algorithm to verify the behaviour of the DNN results and to compare them with the brute
force algorithm results, this analysis can be seen in Figure 3 for the test data (424 randomly
selected cases).

 

Figure 3. Sizing and location results: DNN vs. brute force algorithm—IEEE 14 busbar.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the x-axis shows the busbar location for reactive compen-
sation and in both cases (the BFA and DNN) all compensation locations overlap, which
indicates that DNN shows 100% accuracy for reactive compensation location (when com-
pared with the BFA). For compensation sizing, the objective deviation for each scenario
(424 test data scenarios) is calculated and a comparison between the results of objective
deviation from the brute force algorithm, DNN and loaded system without compensation
is shown in Figure 4. It should be noted that each objective deviation value is calculated
following Equation (1), in other words, one point in every line represents the objective
deviation of an IEEE 14 busbar system case of analysis.

Figure 4 shows that the main objective of this paper’s methodology is achieved because
the DNN was capable of finding the optimal location and sizing for reactive compensation.
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Compensation location presents 100% accuracy and a comparison between the objective
deviation for the brute force algorithm and the DNN when comparing all the test scenarios
presents a difference of 3.18% (yellow and green lines in Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Objective deviations for 424 scenarios: original system, loaded system, brute force results
and DNN results.

Additionally, one scenario where the objective deviation from BFA and DNN have
similar values is shown in Figure 5. This figure shows the resulting voltage profiles after
compensation, where, as it was proposed, the DNN improves the voltage profiles after a
PQ load was connected to the system.
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Figure 5. Voltage profiles for 14 bus-bar system: original system, loaded system, BFA and DNN
compensation—BFA and DNN present similar results.

Figure 5 organizes voltage profiles from highest to lowest, by doing so the diagram is
focused on the most affected busbars due to the connection of the additional load. In this
particular scenario, a load of 100 MW–24 Mvar was connected to busbar 10 and the results
from the DNN indicate that reactive compensation of 72 Mvar should be connected at
busbar 10. This scenario affects specifically busbars 7, 10, 9 and 10, and after compensation
was connected, all these affected busbars improved their voltage profiles and not only
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the busbar where compensation is connected, which in itself demonstrates this is an
optimal solution.

Moreover, Figure 4 also shows scenarios where some results from the DNN have lower
values (objective deviation) when compared with the brute force results; however, even in
those cases, the resulting voltage profiles will achieve this research’s restrictions by been at
least 90% higher than the original voltage profiles and no higher than the upper limit of
1.05 (p.u.). An example of this scenario is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Voltage profiles for 14 bus-bar system: original system, loaded system, BFA and DNN
compensation—where DNN results are better than BFA.

Figure 6 also organizes voltage profiles from highest to lowest. In this scenario, a load
of 24 MW–6 Mvar was connected to busbar 14 and the results from the DNN indicate that
reactive compensation of 107 Mvar should be connected at busbar 9.

This scenario specifically affects busbars 3, 9 and 14, and after compensation was
connected all these affected busbars improved their voltage profiles. Improving not only
the voltage profile at the busbar where compensation is connected demonstrates that the
methodology finds an optimal solution.

Additionally, it is important to state that Figure 6 shows a scenario in which the
reactive compensation sizing from the DNN is slightly greater than the results from the
BFA for this reason voltage profiles of busbars 7, 9 and 10 are greater than the BFA ones;
however, compensation locations are 100% accurate and the 1.05 p.u. upper limit for the
voltage profile is not violated.

Finally, regarding processing time, BFA analyzes 30 permutations of reactive com-
pensation in every busbar, then all cases are compared following limitations previously
stated in Algorithms 1 and 2; thus a total of 420 scenarios are analyzed for each load added
to the system. Every load flow is calculated in around 10 ms, which in total gives 4.2 s
of processing time for a single scenario of added load. For the IEEE 14 busbar scenario,
1414 cases were analyzed and the total processing time for the BFA optimal values was
1.65 h. On the other hand, once the DNN was fully trained the processing time for all
1414 scenarios was 0.5 s.

3.2. Case Study: IEEE 30 Busbar System

Similarly to the previous case, when Algorithm 1 is applied to the IEEE 30 busbar
system, a PQ load was connected to every busbar, with values from 1MW–0.25 Mvar to
100 MW–25 Mvar using steps of 1 MW. Algorithm 1 generates a matrix of 3030 rows and
three columns where the first column is the active load power P, the second column is the
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reactive load power Q and the third column is the busbar in which the load was connected.
This matrix is the input data for the deep neural network.

Then, Algorithm 2 is applied to all the scenarios generated with Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2
connected reactive compensation in every busbar, with values from 10 Mvar to 300 Mvar
using steps of 10 Mvar, having 900 reactive compensation scenarios for every load added
in Algorithm 1. Subsequently, the algorithm selects the optimal location and size for the
reactive compensation. A matrix of 3030 rows and two columns is generated, where the
first column is the compensation value and the second column is its busbar location. This
matrix is the target data for the neural network.

Afterwards, the DNN that was previously trained is also used for this case study. As for
the IEEE 14 busbar system, 70% of the input data was selected randomly for validation,
the other 30% was used as test data. Results for location and sizing between brute force
and DNN are shown in Figure 7 for the test data (909 randomly selected cases).

 

Figure 7. Sizing and location results: DNN vs. brute force algorithm—IEEE 30 busbar.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the x-axis shows the busbar location for reactive compen-
sation and in both cases (the BFA and DNN) all compensation locations overlap, which
indicates that DNN shows 100% accuracy for reactive compensation location (when com-
pared with the BFA). For compensation sizing, the objective deviation for each scenario
(909 test data scenarios) is calculated and a comparison between the results of objective
deviation from the brute force algorithm, DNN and loaded system without compensation
is shown in Figure 8. It should be noted that each objective deviation value is calculated
following Equation (1), in other words, one point in every line represents the objective
deviation of an IEEE 30 busbar system case of analysis.

Figure 8 shows that the DNN is capable of finding the optimal location and sizing of
reactive compensation in bigger transmission systems. Compensation location presents a
100% accuracy (when compared with the BFA) and a comparison between the objective
deviation for the brute force algorithm and the DNN when comparing all the test scenarios
presents a difference of 7.43% (yellow and green lines in Figure 8).

Additionally, taking as an example one scenario where the objective deviation from
brute force algorithm and DNN have similar values, the resulting voltage profiles after
compensation are shown in Figure 9, showing once again that the DNN achieves its objective.

Figure 9 organizes voltage profiles from highest to lowest. In this scenario, a load of
100 MW–24 Mvar was connected to busbar 22 and the results from the DNN indicate that
reactive compensation of 52 Mvar should be connected at busbar 22.
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This scenario affects mainly busbars 10, 17, 21, 22 and 24, and after compensation was
connected, all these affected busbars improved their voltage profiles and not only the busbar
where compensation is connected, which in itself demonstrates this is an optimal solution.

Moreover, Figure 8 also shows scenarios where some results from the DNN have
lower values (objective deviation) when compared with the brute force results, and as in
the previous case study, even in those cases, the resulting voltage profiles will achieve this
research’s restrictions by being at least 90% higher than the original voltage profiles and no
higher than the upper limit of 1.05 (p.u.). An example of this scenario is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 8. Objective deviations for 909 scenarios: original system, loaded system, brute force results
and DNN results.
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Figure 9. Voltage profiles for 30 bus-bar system: original system, loaded system, BFA and DNN
compensation—BFA and DNN present similar results.

Figure 10 also organizes voltage profiles from highest to lowest. In this scenario, a load
of 76 MW–19 Mvar was connected to busbar 14 and the results from the DNN indicate that
reactive compensation of 41 Mvar should be connected to busbar 15. This scenario affects
mainly busbars 10, 14, 15, 16 and 17, and after compensation, connecting all these affected
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busbars improved their voltage profiles and not only the busbar where the compensation is
connected, which in itself demonstrates that this is an optimal solution.

Finally, regarding processing time, the BFA analyzes 30 permutations of reactive
compensation in every busbar, then all cases are compared following limitations previously
stated in Algorithms 1 and 2; thus a total of 900 scenarios are analyzed for each load
added to the system, every load flow is calculated in around 10 ms, which in total gives
9 s of processing time for a single scenario of added load. For the IEEE 30 busbar scenario,
3030 cases were analyzed and the total processing time for the BFA optimal values was
7.58 h. On the other hand, once the DNN was fully trained the processing time for all
3030 scenarios was 1.2 s.
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Figure 10. Voltage profiles for 30 bus-bar system: original system, loaded system, BFA and DNN
compensation—where DNN results are better than BFA.

3.3. Case Study: IEEE 118 Busbar System

Finally, the methodology was tested in the IEEE 118 busbar transmission system.
When Algorithm 1 is applied to this system, a PQ load was connected to every busbar,
with values from 1MW–0.25 Mvar to 100 MW–25 Mvar using steps of 1 MW. Algorithm 1
generates a matrix of 11918 rows and three columns, where the first column is the active
load power P, the second column is the reactive load power Q and the third column is
the busbar in which the load was connected. This matrix is the input data for the deep
neural network.

Then, Algorithm 2 is applied to all the scenarios generated with Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2
connected reactive compensation in every busbar, with values from 10 Mvar to 300 Mvar
using steps of 10 Mvar, having 3540 reactive compensation scenarios for every load added
in Algorithm 1. Subsequently, the algorithm selects the optimal location and size for the
reactive compensation. A matrix of 3540 rows and two columns is generated, where the
first column is the compensation value and the second column is its busbar location. This
matrix is the target data for the neural network.

Once again, the DNN was re-trained with this new data. A total of 70% of the input
data was selected randomly for validation, the other 30% was used as test data. A total of
3575 scenarios of reactive compensation are analyzed, and the optimal location and sizing
of reactive compensation for each one of these scenarios resulted in a 100% accuracy when
compared with the results of the brute force algorithm (these results are not graphically
shown due to their massive number).

Then, for the 3575 scenarios objective, the deviation is calculated and a comparison
between the results of objective deviation from the brute force algorithm, DNN and the
loaded system without compensation is shown in Figure 11 (one of every five cases is
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shown due to the large amount of data). It should be noted that each objective deviation
value is calculated following Equation (1). In other words, one point in every line represents
the objective deviation of an IEEE 118 busbar system case of analysis.

Figure 11 shows that the objective deviation from the brute force algorithm and the
DNN are the same (blue and green superposed lines), showing that due to further training
the DNN has further improved, having a 100% accuracy for objective deviation (when
compared with the BFA).

Moreover, taking as an example any scenario (all have 100% accuracy), the resulting
voltage profiles for one compensation case are shown in Figure 12. Due to the large number
of busbars, for this figure only the affected busbars (drop in voltage profiles) are displayed.

Figure 12 shows once again that the DNN achieves its objective and has further
improved due to additional training. In these figures, once again it is shown that the
optimal values for location and sizing of reactive compensation are the same as the ones
from the DNN.
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Figure 11. Objective deviations for 3575: original system, loaded system, brute force results and
DNN results.
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Figure 12. Voltage profiles for 188 bus-bar system: original system, loaded system, brute force results
and DNN results.
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Figure 12 also organizes voltage profiles from highest to lowest. In this scenario,
a load of 35 MW–8.75 Mvar was connected to busbar 73 and the results from the DNN
indicate that reactive compensation of 70 Mvar should be connected at busbar 53. This
scenario affects mainly busbars 51, 53, 53 and 58, and after compensation was connected,
all these affected busbars improved their voltage profiles and not only the busbar where
compensation is connected, which in itself demonstrates this is an optimal solution.

Finally, regarding processing time, the BFA analyzes 30 permutations of reactive
compensation in every busbar, then all cases are compared following limitations previously
stated in Algorithms 1 and 2; thus a total of 3540 scenarios are analyzed for each load
added to the system, every load flow is calculated in around 10 milliseconds which in total
gives 35.4 s of processing time for a single scenario of added load. For the IEEE 118 busbar
scenario, 11,918 cases were analyzed and the total processing time for the BFA optimal
values was 117.19 h. On the other hand, once the DNN was fully trained the processing
time for all 11,918 scenarios was 5 s.

3.4. Results Summary

Table 3 shows a summary of results for optimal compensation and sizing of reactive
compensation that this paper’s methodology achieved through deep neural networks.
These results are compared with the results provided by the brute force algorithm.

Table 3. Results comparison between the DNN and BFA for all study cases.

BFA Algorithm DNN’s Data Cases DNN Performance (Compared with BFA) Processing Time

Study Case Number of
Scenarios Analized

Training
Scenarios (70%)

Validation
Scenarios (30%) For Location For Sizing BFA (Hours) DNN (Seconds)

IEEE 14 busbar 1414 989 425 100% accurate 4.18% difference 1.65 0.5
IEEE 30 busbar 3030 2121 909 100% accurate 7.43% difference 7.58 1.2
IEEE 118 busbar 11,918 8342 3576 100% accurate 0% difference 117.19 5

4. Conclusions

Training is critical for the performance of a deep neural network, which is proved
by this research when comparing this methodology’s performance for the IEEE 14, 30
and 118 busbar systems. The three study cases presented differences of 4.18%, 7.43%
and 0% for reactive compensation sizing, respectively, when compared with a brute force
algorithm. The third study case (IEEE 18 busbar system) had a 100% accuracy, which is an
indicator of proper training and that sufficient data was taken for training (3540 scenarios
were analyzed).

For the three study cases, the DNN achieved 100% accuracy for optimal reactive
compensation location. On the other hand, for reactive compensation sizing, the IEEE 14
and 30 busbar systems had differences of 4.18% and 7.43%, respectively, when compared
with a brute force algorithm. However, these differences do not indicate bad performance
in compensation sizing, on the contrary, these differences indicate cases where the com-
pensation was slightly over the result stated by the brute force technique. Nevertheless
the DNN accomplished the restrictions established for this research (improved voltages
profiles to at least 90%).

When compared with other methodologies such as optimization techniques or even
the brute force algorithm that this paper itself uses for training the deep neural network,
the biggest advantage of this work’s methodology is the processing speed that a computer
takes to find the optimal solution for optimal location and sizing of reactive compensation
under any random load addition scenario.

The DNN took 0.5 s to process and find the optimal solution for 1414 cases in the IEEE
14 busbar system, while the BFA took 1.65 h. For the IEEE 30 busbar, the DNN took 1.2 s to
process 3030 cases while the BFA took 7.58 h. Finally, for the IEEE 118 busbar system the
DNN took 5 s to process 11918 cases while the BFA took 117.19 h.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

DNN Deep neural network
BFA Brute force algorithm
EPS Electrical power system
PQ Electrical load with active and reactive components
σo Objective deviation for voltage profiles
xi Voltage profile in busbar i
N Number of busbars in a transmission system
NL Number of layers of a deep neural network
Lk Layer k of the deep neural network
nnk Number of neurons for layer k of the deep neural network
vi(t) PSO algorithm speed at time t
xi(t) PSO algorithm position at time t
w PSO algorithm inertia coefficient
c1 PSO algorithm personal acceleration coefficient
c2 PSO algorithm social acceleration coefficient
pibest(t) Particle i best position at time t in PSO
gbest(t) Global best position at time t in PSO
rand1 Decimal random value for updated local position in PSO algorithm
rand2 Decimal random value for updated global position in PSO algorithm
randInt1 Integer random value for updated local position in PSO algorithm
randInt2 Integer random value for updated global position in PSO algorithm
RSS Residual sum of squares
EDi Original electricity demand at position i
Nbus Number of busbars in an electrical power system
Zij Impedance of line i − j
PL

i Active power load at node i
QL

i Reactive power load at node i
Pg,max/min

i Max and min values of active power for generator at node i
Qg,max/min

i Max and min values of reactive power for generator at node i
Pg,max/min

ij Max and min values of active power for generator at nodes i − j
bg Generation cost
B Susceptance
Vi Voltage at node i
Pi,j Active power between nodes i and j
Qi,j Reactive power between nodes i and j
ORIGINALod Objective deviation of voltage profiles under normal conditions
maxP Maximum active power value for additional loads to be connected to the system
BUSloaded Variable for all combinations of electrical power systems with added loads
LOADSadded Variable for all additional loads connected to the electrical power system
maxComp Maximum reactive compensation considered for this research

BUScomp
Variable for all scenarios of reactive compensations considered for each additional
load connected to the electrical power system after power flow calculation
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Vi Voltage profile at node i after power flow calculation
Pi,j Active power between nodes i and j after power flow calculations
Qi,j Reactive power between nodes i and j after power flow calculations
COMPadded Variable for all reactive compensations connected at the electrical power system
N1 Number of busbars at which compensation was connected
N2 Number of compensations at busbar N1
OBJ Objective deviation calculated for a compensated system
Index Location of best scenario of objective deviation
BESTod Value of best objective deviation
Bestcomp Value of best reactive compensation
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